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“Hmm...what’s this?” 

Something glinted in the light of my torch, and I cautiously picked through the rubble to unearth it. 

I gasped. 

“This is it!” I whispered, grinning to myself. 

My heart pounding with excitement, I quickly unearthed the rest of the sword and carefully pulled it from 
the rubble. Three days’ searching had finally paid off! 

But as I examined the ancient sword, my heart sank. I had in my hand only half a sword. I hoped that 
perhaps the other half was still buried somewhere close. I carefully moved rocks and pebbles aside, 
clearing the area in a small radius from where I’d unearthed the first piece. 

Suddenly, there it was: a tiny glint. I swallowed hard and picked twice as fast at the rubble. The tiny, shiny 
point slowly widened and became a cross section of a blade. I kept unearthing, digging faster and faster, 
until I was finally able to pull it out. 

Lining it up with its mate, I saw that I had found the whole thing. Giddy with excitement, now I just needed 
to repair it. I quickly retraced my steps out of the mausoleum and headed towards the nearest town. 

It was evening by the time I arrived, and fires burned in the lamps. I went down the village street, seeking 
a blacksmith that could fix the sword, but the buildings lacked any kind of signage. I couldn’t tell the 
apothecary from the baker at this late hour, and so I headed into the tavern—the only marked building in 
the whole village, it seemed. At least I could get refreshed there, and maybe someone could point me 
toward either the blacksmith or the inn. If nothing else, I’d begin my search anew in the morning. 

A fire roared in the large, stone fireplace at the back of the room, casting its flickering glow around the 
room of round, wooden tables. The place was mostly deserted, save for a couple of orcs sitting at one 
table boisterously egging each other on in some kind of drinking game. I chuckled to myself; I couldn’t 
remember the last time I’d played a drinking game, and they both seemed to be having a great time. 

I cleared my throat as I approached the two. 

“Excuse me, gentlemen,” I said. “I’m looking for the blacksmith. Do you know where I might find him?” 

“Nope, no blacksmith here,” the one on the left replied hastily, making a shooing motion. His attention 
remained raptly focused on his companion, who was at that time balancing a shot glass on his tongue. As 
I cocked my head despite myself, I caught a whiff of their musky, masculine scent. I felt myself rising to 
the occasion under my trousers and quickly tried to focus on something else. I couldn’t help but stare as 
the orc upended the shot glass, caught it with his lips, swallowed its contents, and leaned down to put it 
on the table, all without using his hands. 

“What do you want, Nord?” he asked brusquely as soon as he’d completed the feat. 

“I—well, let me say, that was very impressive!” I said, trying to break the ice. 

“Practice,” the orc said impatiently, giving me an expectant look. 

I swallowed uncomfortably. I wasn’t used to such...nonviolent aggression. Normally people who didn’t like 
me just took out their axes, swords, crossbows, or whatever they had, we fought, I won, and the dispute 
was thus settled. This was...a bit different. They weren’t being openly hostile, but they did make it clear 
that my presence wasn’t welcome. I sighed, a bit perplexed. 

“Erm, uh, nothing,” I said finally, nodded formally, and stepped away. 

I took a table a ways away and sat watching the orcs play their game. Their physiques were burly, and 
their dress made me think they must be warriors. 

I looked around and finally found the tavern-keep, flagged him down, and ordered an ale. I inquired once 
again as to the whereabouts of the blacksmith, and he was no more help than the orcs had been. Just as 
he was about to leave, I grabbed his arm. 

“Who are those guys?” I asked, nodding toward the orcs. 
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“None of your business, Nord,” the tavern-keeper said bluntly. 

I frowned. “Are we at war or something?” I demanded. “What’s with the frosty anti-Nordic sentiment 
around here?” 

“Maybe we just don’t like Nords,” the tavern-keeper replied. 

“Regardless,” I said, fighting to keep my cool, “Their next round is on me.” 

The tavern-keeper did a double-take, gave me a strange look, and then nodded and disappeared. 

Not long afterwards, he reappeared with my ale and two other drinks. I thanked him for the ale, paid him, 
and watched as he approached the other table and put the drinks down. He and the orcs exchanged a 
few hushed words, and he pointed at me. I waved to them, and they quickly looked away. 

I sighed and shrugged. I didn’t understand why they didn’t like Nords around here, but it wasn’t something 
I was going to fight. I’d find a place to stay the night and head to the next town in the morning. 

Thus resigned, I hunched over my ale and did my best to disappear into the scenery. It was with surprise, 
then, that I looked up to see one of the orcs standing there looking at me intently. 

I gasped and jumped, startled to see him so abruptly. My left hand held my ale while my right hand 
immediately palmed the hilt of my sword under the table. 

“Thank you for the drinks, Nord,” the orc said, his speech registering both an innate distaste and a 
conscious attempt to be polite. 

“My pleasure,” I replied, nodding to him and lifting my glass toward his companion—the one who had 
done the impressive shot glass trick—watching us from across the room. 

“To what do we owe this kindness?” the orc asked. 

I chuckled. “Sir, I admire your directness, so let me be direct in response: I am not from this town and 
sought to make friends, or at least peace.” 

The orc pursed his lips and narrowed his eyes, watching me suspiciously. 

“Will you join us for another round?” he asked abruptly, surprising me to the point that I spat some of my 
ale back into my glass as I took a drink. 

“I—well, certainly!” I said, smiling. 

It might be a trap. 

That thought always went through my mind, so though I considered it, I decided it unlikely. Here in the 
tavern with a clearly unfriendly tavern-keep, if the orc had wanted to start something, he would not have 
wasted time on pleasantries. 

Having reassured myself that this probably wasn’t a trap, I followed him over and pulled up a chair. 

“I’m Drognar, and this is Orgnarth,” the orc said as we shook hands. 

“I’m Ake,” I replied. “Pleased to meet you.” 

As we all sat down, I once again smelled the musk they exuded and was grateful that the table’s wood hid 
mine. 

“What brings you to town?” Drognar asked as he and Orgnarth raised their glasses. 

I raised mine, we toasted, tapped our mugs on the table, and drank deeply. 

“I have been questing in the Nordic ruins a few leagues from here. I finally found what I sought: an 
ancient blade imbued with special magic that a Dragonborn can unlock, but it is broken. I am seeking a 
skilled blacksmith who can repair it.” 

The orcs nodded, and Orgnarth raised his eyebrows, impressed. 

“Such a blade must be worth quite a lot,” he said. 
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“Only to a Dragonborn,” I replied, reaching into my pack and putting it on the table. “To anyone else, it’s 
little more than a rusted couple of hunks of junk.” 

Drognar picked up the half that had the hilt and looked at it. Sure enough, it had no jewels of value and 
wasn’t even gilded in gold. He shrugged and put it back down, gesturing to Orgnarth that he could look at 
it if he wanted to. This he declined, and so I put the pieces back into my pack. 

“And what about you?” I asked. “Do you live close to here, or are you passing through, as well?” 

“We live nearby,” Orgnarth said evasively. 

“Together,” Drognar clarified. 

I shrugged and looked at him expectantly. “So?” 

The orcs exchanged glances and then looked back at me, a bit puzzled. 

“We live together,” Drognar said again, “As lovers.” 

I raised my eyebrows opened my mouth, shrugging helplessly. “Is that meant to shock me or something?” 
I asked. “It matters not to me whether you’re gay or not.” 

That was actually a lie; I was ecstatic that they were gay! I immediately wondered if they had an open 
relationship, and my eyes couldn’t help admiring their strong jawlines and thickly built physiques. 

They exchanged glances again. 

“So, us being in love with each other...doesn’t bother you, Nord?” Orgnarth challenged. 

I shook my head. “Not at all,” I replied, “Because I’m gay, too.” 

The orcs started, and I grinned. Apparently I was the one shocking them! 

“This changes everything!” Drognar said, clapping me on the shoulder. 

“We thought you were one of those homophobic Nords out to weed out the nonconformists,” Orgnarth 
admitted. “We’re sorry we were so hostile.” 

I shook my head and put my hand on his shoulder—his thick, muscular shoulder—“I understand, friend,” I 
said. “I’m no stranger to bigotry myself.” 

From the orcs’ body language, it felt like we were on better terms now. I took the opportunity to ask a 
burning question. 

“So, that trick you did with the shot glass,” I said, “Can you do it again?” 

Orgnarth looked at me incredulously. “Of course!” he said, shrugging. “I’ve been doing it since I was a 
child.” 

Drognar chuckled. “It’s not the only thing he’s been doing since he was a child,” he said. 

Is he flirting?  

“Oh? What else have you been doing since you were a child?” I asked.  

“Drinking,” Orgnarth replied, grinning and downing his beverage. 

Of course he isn’t. I sighed almost imperceptibly in disappointment. 

I nodded to his mug. “What’re you drinking?” I asked. 

“Mead,” Orgnarth replied. “Is there anything else worth drinking?” 

I chuckled and looked down at my ale. It had been some time since my last mead, and tonight seemed a 
good time to try it again. Orgnarth signaled to the tavern-keep. He came over and refilled Orgnarth’s 
drink. 

“Agnor, this is Ake,” Drognar said, clapping me on the back. “He’s not one of those Nords.” 

Agnor chuckled. “I had a hunch when he bought you both a round,” he said. 
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We shook hands, and he, too, apologized for the frosty welcome earlier. 

“As long as you’re here,” I said, “I’m feeling adventurous. How about a mead?” 

Agnor laughed and said, “If you’re looking for adventure, you won’t find it in the mead. For that, I’d 
suggest something stronger.” 

“Mead and I have a funny relationship,” I replied, chuckling. “It’ll be adventure enough.” 

Agnor shrugged, shook his head, and poured the mead into my cup. 

I looked over to see Orgnarth and Drognar both looking at me very intently. I frowned.  

“What?” I asked. 

“You’ve piqued our curiosity,” Drognar said. “What type of relationship do you have with mead?” 

I chuckled. “It just affects me differently, is all,” I said. “Like one time, I came to on the roof of the inn and 
had no idea how I got there…or where my clothes went!” 

The orcs laughed heartily, putting their hands on their bellies and throwing their heads back. 

“Never have I ever,” Orgnarth said, shaking his head and grinning. 

I grinned as an idea came to me. 

“I’ll play that game,” I said. 

“Game? What game?” Drognar asked, frowning. 

“Why, ‘never have I ever,’ of course,” I replied. “We go around, each of us saying something we’ve never 
done. Anybody who’s done it has to drink. If nobody has, then the one who said it has to drink.” 

“Aha, I like this game!” Orgnarth said, leaning forward and putting his arms on the table. “Agnor! A 
pitcher! We’re going to be drinking a lot!” 

“All right,” I said, “I’ll go first. Never have I ever—oh, you’re supposed to start everything you say with 
that—ridden a camel.” 

Drognar and Orgnarth exchanged glances and then both drank, and I grinned and nodded to Orgnarth, to 
my right. 

“Hmm. Never have I ever…” he said, thinking, “Cut a ghoul in half.” 

I took a drink and grinned. “A fair few,” I admitted. 

It surprised me that Drognar hadn’t, but I didn’t have much time to ponder it as he said, “Never have I 
ever drank an ale.” 

“Aww!” I mock-protested. 

“What?” Drognar asked, looking concerned. 

“Nothing,” I said, grinning as I took my drink. “Just a bit of an obvious one.” 

“Is it?” Drognar asked, raising his eyebrow and nodding to Orgnarth, who drank, too. 

“Oh!” I said, grinning. 

“I did it on a dare,” Orgnarth said, grimacing. “The first and last time.” 

“To each his own,” I said. “I like ale.” 

Then it was my turn. Hmm…what could I ask them? 

“Never have I ever thrown up after drinking,” I said, giving them both a smug grin. 

They looked at each other and both shrugged. 

“Why would anyone do such a thing?” Drognar asked. 
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“That is a terrible waste of mead,” Orgnarth said, shaking his head. 

“Aww,” I said, shaking my head. “Looks like I’m gonna have to take a drink for that once, since nobody 
else did.” 

I dutifully took my drink and nodded to Orgnarth. 

“Never have I ever…this is really hard,” he admitted, and I grinned. “Never have I ever…hmm…slept with 
a woman.” 

I grinned sheepishly and drank, then glanced over in surprise to see Drognar drinking. 

“Now I’m curious!” I said. 

“It was just one time,” Drognar replied. “An error of youth, nothing more.” 

I chuckled. “The same for me. She was most disappointed when I couldn’t stay hard enough to fuck her!” 

The orcs laughed and raised their mugs. “To errors of youth!” Orgnarth toasted. 

I clicked mugs with them, and we all drank. 

“This is a dangerous game,” Drognar mused, giving Orgnarth a dirty look. “If someone knows you, he can 
make your life hell!” 

Orgnarth grinned a toothy grin, looking sweetly at his partner. I laughed at their antics. 

“Two can play that game, buddy!” Drognar replied, narrowing his eyes mischievously. 

I frowned as I saw Orgnarth give him a significant look. What could that be about? Is there something 
they don’t want me to know? 

“Never have I ever broken a sword in two,” Drognar said, giving Orgnarth a playful sneer. 

Orgnarth and I both drank. I was tempted to ask what the look was about, but I figured it was probably 
best to leave it alone. We were on way better terms than we had been not long ago, and I wasn’t eager to 
upset that. 

Instead, I squinted at the two, trying to figure out something that’d get them both to drink. 

“Never have I ever…”—I pursed my lips, then grinned—“slept with an orc.” 

“Gah!” Orgnarth said, “Such an obvious one!” 

I laughed as both orcs drank. Drognar gave me a funny look, which I returned with eyebrows raised 
curiously. 

“Never?” he asked. 

I shook my head. “Nope.” 

The orcs exchanged glances. 

“Do you want to?” Orgnarth asked cautiously. 

My heart skipped a beat. 

Play it cool…don’t get too excited. 

“What, do you guys have a single friend or something?” I asked. 

They exchanged glances again, and Orgnarth pursed his lips thoughtfully. 

“No,” he said, “But we would be very interested in—ahem—helping you have your first experience with an 
orc.” 

“That would be great!” I gushed, putting down my glass and hastily wiping my mouth on my sleeve. 
“When?” 

So much for playing it cool.  
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The orcs laughed, and Drognar slapped his hand on the table. 

“I knew there was something different about you,” he said, clapping me on the shoulder. “We can go now, 
if you like,” he said, downing the rest of his mead. 

I glanced at Orgnarth, who gave me a distinctly lascivious look. I actually blushed a bit at the notion that 
they were as into me as I was into them. 

“I could go for that,” I said, grinning and likewise downing my mead. 

Orgnarth did the same, and we flagged down Agnor. 

“Uh, oh,” the tavern-keep said, grinning as he came over. “Fresh meat, boys?” 

“Are you gonna turn down a chance at a good-looking Nord like this one?” Drognar asked, running his 
rough, calloused hand down my arm and giving me goosebumps. 

Agnor chuckled and shook his head. “You guys have fun,” he said as we paid. 

I grabbed my pack and followed them. True to their word, they did live close by, less than three minutes’ 
walk from the tavern, on the outskirts of the village. 

Drognar opened the flap to their tent, covered completely in animal hides, and stepped inside. I followed 
him, and Orgnarth brought up the rear and let the flap close behind us. The smell of orc musk permeated 
the whole place, and I felt almost light-headed with arousal, doing my best to adjust my trousers in the 
dark before anyone saw me. 

The orcs lit tallow candles around the tent that cast a faint, flickering glow on the interior. The tent was 
round, about twenty feet in diameter, and plenty tall enough for us to stand and even stretch without 
reaching any part of the ivory and bone rafters. In the middle was a large fire pit for warmth and 
cooking—neither of which were needed on this pleasant summer night—and to the side, a typical orc 
bed, little more than a large mound of soft animal hides. A few small mounds of hides served as chairs, 
and their possessions—clothes, cookware, and the like—either sat directly on the floor or hung from bits 
of rope tied around the tent supports. It wasn’t fancy, but it was homey and intimate. 

“I hope you’ll pardon the mess,” Orgnarth said, picking up one of the piles of furs and moving it aside. 

Apparently that pile of furs was clothes and not a seat. 

“Feel free to put your things down anywhere,” Drognar said. 

I nodded, smiled, and set down my pack. I glanced over to see the two orcs looking at me hungrily. I 
chuckled sheepishly and took off my scabbard, leaning it against my pack. 

“Can we offer you a potion?” Drognar asked, holding up a tiny red bottle. 

“Hmm,” I said, slowly grinning. “It’s been a long time since I last used one of those. Sure, let’s give it a 
try.” 

He handed the tiny bottle to me and another one to Orgnarth. All three of us downed the contents, which 
were fruity but with a bitter aftertaste. We all looked at each other awkwardly, standing spread out around 
the room, waiting for the potion to kick in. We all knew what we wanted, but none of us could seem to get 
the ball rolling. 

“Never have I ever been naked in a room with two naked orcs,” I said at last, chuckling. 

We all exchanged glances, and then almost like a well-oiled war machine, we all doffed our clothes at the 
same time. 

“Now we all have to drink,” I said. 

We all laughed awkwardly. 

If the orcs’ musk was alluring before, now it was intoxicating! Without any cloth to cover up that piercing 
but inoffensive scent, it hit me with full force, almost making me fall over. And without any clothes on 
myself, I couldn’t hide my arousal anymore. 
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The orcs immediately picked up on this. 

“The Nord is happy to see us!” Orgnarth laughed, and I grinned sheepishly. 

“Ever since I first saw you guys—er, smelled—I’ve been this way,” I confessed. 

The orcs, meanwhile, weren’t abashed about their arousal, either, and how nicely endowed they were! 

Drognar’s penis stood out stiffly in front of him like a jouster’s pole, while Orgnarth’s member stood 
upright, exposing his large, heavy-looking testicles. Of the three of us, he was the most endowed in 
length, while Drognar had the greatest girth. Both of their penises looked much like any Nord’s, both were 
uncircumcised, and both were covered in a thick mat of tightly curled black hair. I couldn’t keep my mouth 
from watering at the sight. 

I don’t know whether it was the potion, the allure of their musky bodies, the mead, or something different 
entirely, but the next thing I knew, I was on my knees in front of Drognar, nuzzling his balls and inhaling 
deeply while my cock throbbed and drooled precum under me. 

I felt a hand on my head and looked up to see Orgnarth standing beside Drognar. I let his hand gently 
guide me around Drognar’s balls, up his shaft, to the tip of his cock. I swallowed in anticipation and 
pushed my lips over the throbbing, hooded member. 

Drognar let out a guttural gasp, and his balls contracted as my lips parted around his shaft and tugged on 
his foreskin, pulling it back to expose the source of his musk. I shuddered as the taste of his uncovered 
manhood hit my taste buds, and I drooled even more. Drognar shuddered and bucked into my mouth, 
and I felt another hand on my head, gently urging me to swallow more of him. I readily obliged, sitting up 
from my kneeling position for better access. Relaxing my throat and dropping my jaw to accommodate his 
thick girth, I pushed forward until my nose was pressed against his rock-hard abs and his prick pushed 
itself down my throat. 

“Oh, fuck, Nords have wet mouths!” Drognar gasped, shuddering again. 

I started to grin around his cock, but it was my turn to gasp as I felt hands on my hips. With Drognar’s 
cock in my mouth, I couldn’t turn my head to see what was going on, but doing so would prove 
unnecessary. I felt something hot and wet press against my hole and instinctively spread my legs as 
Orgnarth pressed his tongue into me. My penis drooled all the harder as the orc’s tongue rubbed inside, 
producing little twinges of pleasure that started in my ass and shot through me to my cock, my balls, and 
my head. I whimpered and moaned around Drognar’s cock as my toes curled in ecstasy. 

“I think he likes that,” Drognar chuckled between gasps. 

“I think so, too,” Orgnarth replied, pulling his head back. 

I slid off Drognar’s cock and gasped in a few lungfuls of air heavily laden with orc-musk. 

“How about we move to the bed?” Drognar suggested. 

I nodded as I caught my breath, and we all climbed atop the soft pile of animal skins.  

Now our positions were reversed. At nine inches, Orgnarth’s prick was much longer than Drognar’s and 
difficult to take head-on, so he lay on his back, and I hunched over him on all fours to take his prick into 
my mouth. I flicked my tongue over his closed foreskin and used my lips to gently expose the tender flesh 
hidden below. He bucked and growled under me as my tongue grazed his glans. The intensity of his 
reaction made my blood burn with desire, and I quickly devoured all nine of his inches, feeling them slide 
down my throat. Orgnarth made a gurgling sound and then abruptly licked my balls, making me gasp and 
pull off of him. I looked down at him to see a devilish grin on his face. 

So that’s how you want to play, huh? 

I hunched back over him and slowly ran my tongue through his thick pubic hair, tracing the outline of his 
balls. They shrank from my tongue as I teased them, but they could not escape. He whimpered as his 
foreskin retracted a little and a blob of pre began to form on the tip. 

“Ohh,” he whimpered, “Nords do have wet mouths!” 
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I chuckled and returned my attention to his cock, slowly taking it into my mouth and gently caressing it 
with my tongue. I was so engrossed that I completely forgot about Drognar. 

That is, until I felt his hands on my ass. 

He gripped my buttocks firmly and gently spread them. I shuddered as I felt one of his tusks press against 
my skin, and moments later, I felt his hot, wet tongue on my anus. 

“Mmm…” I gasped around Orgnarth’s cock. 

But then Drognar took it to the next step. He pulled his tongue out and replaced it with a finger. My legs 
spread obscenely of their own accord, and I pressed my chest down onto Orgnarth’s belly, focusing on 
swirling, lapping, and sucking his cock for all I was worth to distract myself from the incredible bursts of 
pleasure that Drognar’s finger produced in me. Orgnarth’s toes curled, and he seized my cock in his 
mouth. Heat and warmth and delicious friction engulfed my member. I felt myself throb achingly hard and 
winced as Orgnarth’s tongue spread my foreskin open and rubbed my sensitive tip. I thought I would pass 
out from the combined pleasure of Orgnarth’s tongue slowly exposing more and more of my shaft and 
Drognar’s finger opening my ass wide. 

My eyes suddenly sprang open wide as I felt my balls contract. I knew that feeling. But wait! It’s too early! 
I fought to hold myself back, sucked frantically on Orgnarth’s cock to distract myself, to distract him, but a 
tingling feeling at the base of my spine began crawling upward. My toes curled. My breath stopped. My 
heard pounded in my ears. 

Orgnarth coughed and sputtered as I shot down his throat. But as I tried to pull off him, he grabbed my 
ass and drove my cock deeper into him. I nearly screamed around his cock as his throat milked me for all 
I was worth. I felt the ropes of hot cum flooding out of me in such detail as I had never felt before. 

I didn’t have time to ponder it. 

With only one throb of warning, Orgnarth’s cock erupted into my mouth. His cum was far thicker than any 
cum I’ve ever swallowed, about the consistency of—for lack of a better way to describe it—creamy 
molasses, but fired at high velocity. Its taste was very musky, barely salty, barely bitter, and it made my 
mouth tingle. My cheeks instantly puffed out with the force and volume of his ejaculation, and though I 
began swallowing as soon as I realized what had happened, the taste coated my mouth, clinging to every 
nook and cranny. It was as if I had just swallowed a cup of concentrated orc musk, and it was divine. 
Whether it was the potion or his cum, I don’t know, but the painful feeling of overstimulation vanished, 
replaced instantly by bliss and an aching need to cum again.  

But as I was about to begin working over Orgnarth’s cock again, I heard a grunt behind me and turned my 
head just in time to see—and feel—Drognar splatter cum all over my back and ass. It looked like my own 
orgasm had felt: thick ropes easily 3/8” in diameter and three to five feet long fired out of him and 
splattered all over, thick, sticky, and so hot that they almost burned. The intense heat and knowing what 
caused it made my whole body convulse in arousal. Fuck, I was turned on! 

The night was about to get better. 

Drognar, I would later find out, had no refractory period to begin with, and given the potion’s propensity to 
reduce refractory period, increase volume and force, heighten arousal, dull pain, and intensify feelings 
during orgasm, he was now a veritable fucking machine. We all were. His hand had gotten him off the first 
time, but it was about to be rendered obsolete. 

Despite the heat of the moment, Drognar was ever the gentleman and pressed his still-spurting tip to my 
hole. Aroused to near-frenzy by the feel of Orgnarth’s cock on my tongue and his tongue on my cock, I 
pressed back desperately, and Drognar popped inside. I could immediately feel his girth hold me open. 
My abs convulsed as just the feeling of his entry sent me over the edge again, my balls pumping an 
impossible amount of Nord sperm down Orgnarth’s throat. As Drognar began to thrust, his thick, veiny 
cock rubbed my prostate, making me squeal in delight. In hindsight, I should have been embarrassed to 
have made such a high-pitched noise, but at the time, it was the least of my concerns! 

The impossible pleasure I felt drove me to frenetic attention to Orgnarth’s cock. Throwing caution to the 
wind, I sucked, licked, swirled my tongue, and even nibbled his cock while the poor thing writhed in bliss 
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at my ministrations. I felt a sudden vibration around my cock as Orgnarth screamed around me, and I felt 
my mouth again bathed in his essence. I jerked in surprise, the motion making my ass clench tightly 
around Drognar and sending him over the edge. My bowels flooded with hot, thick orc cum that once 
again made me think I would pass out from the pleasure it brought. 

As if triggered by the same event all at the same time, we all got up without a word, changed positions, 
and started again. To my amazement, delight, and arousal, Drognar’s thick cum congealed inside of me, 
leaving me very aware of its presence and having no desire to run out of me as soon as I moved.  

I lay on my back with Drognar’s balls resting on my face and his cock pointed towards my chest. My legs 
were in the air, with Orgnarth between them, holding them up. I began to suckle, nuzzle, lick, and deeply 
inhale against Drognar’s balls, savoring the taste and smell of his musk, which when combined with the 
potion was nearly enough to make me orgasm all by itself. He began to stroke himself ever-so-gently 
while Orgnarth pressed the tip of his cock into me. With my ass stretched luxuriously by Drognar’s thick 
meat, Orgnarth slid in easily, pierced the thick glob of Drognar’s cum, and continued until he struck my 
inner sphincter. He gave a few light thrusts, and as if answering a knock at the door, it opened up and let 
him press into my inner sanctum. It felt as though his cock was boring into me, exploring uncharted 
territory—for in truth, nobody had ever gone that deep before. Yet in my sex-crazed state, the feeling of 
being probed so deeply only heightened my arousal, and I redoubled my efforts on pleasuring Drognar’s 
balls to vent off the intense energy and anticipation I felt. 

Orgnarth’s hand closed around my throbbing, drooling prick, and I would have doubled over if I didn’t 
have two orcs holding me down. Drognar gasped as he saw my abs contract and used his free hand to 
feel them. Meanwhile, Orgnarth was masterfully stroking my cock in time to his thrusts.  

My balls began to ache with the need to void themselves yet again, but Drognar beat me to it. I felt his 
balls pull away from my tongue’s and lips’ ministrations, felt his thighs squeeze around my head, and then 
I felt splatters of concentrated heat hitting me all over my chest, stomach, and even cock. Glancing down 
my body under Drognar’s shaft, I saw those same, thick ropes covering my front that had covered my 
back only minutes before. They congealed before my eyes, looking like cooked egg whites. As rope after 
rope splattered onto me, they joined together, forming a quickly thickening blanket of orc jism. 

It was too much: the feeling of Orgnarth’s cock driving deeper into me than I’d ever felt before, the stroke 
of his hand on my raging erection, the intense heat of Drognar’s cum and the feeling of being covered so 
completely in orc nut, and the smell, taste, and feel of his hairy, musky balls on my face drove me over 
the edge. My ass contracted hard around Orgnarth, driving him over as well as I screamed and shot out 
my own ropes of cum, some of them sailing over Drognar’s head to hit the wall behind him, some 
catching him in the face, and some hitting him in the chest. As I spurted, I felt another burst of heat inside 
of me, growing from beyond my inner sphincter and radiating through my body. Feeling Orgnarth’s heat 
and his balls pressed hard against my buttocks only prolonged my orgasm. Just as I thought I was 
finishing, I let out a yelp as six more hard spurts shot out of me to cover Drognar even more. 

Though we should have been exhausted from all the hard sex, we all felt even more desperate to cum. 
That same urge to change positions suddenly came across us all again. Now Drognar lay on his back, 
and I lay beside him, facing his chest. Orgnarth lay on the other side of Drognar, facing his crotch. 

I grinned and leaned over to slowly lap my cum off of Drognar’s muscular, hairy chest. He let out a 
spontaneous burst of cum as my tongue grazed over his nipple, and Orgnarth greedily swallowed it all. As 
I continued to lick him clean, I suddenly gasped as I felt something press into my ass. It was Orgnarth’s 
finger, and he began to lovingly finger-fuck me to the point that I wanted to black out as he used his other 
hand to stroke himself. In desperation, I clamped my lips around Drognar’s nipple and sucked for all I was 
worth. The orc nearly came off the bed as he cried out in ecstasy, his cock turning into a firehose of cum 
that sprayed continuously into Orgnarth’s mouth. The orc flinched and gagged as his lover began to pump 
him full, and he quickly had to let go. 

Gasping from my near-blackout, I let go of Drognar’s nipple, and his wildly spraying cock quickly calmed 
down. For just a moment, we all rested and chuckled at what had just happened, but before we could get 
too comfortable, another desire seized us all. I latched onto Drognar’s cock, quickly taking the tip into my 
mouth, and Orgnarth almost simultaneously grabbed his nipple. This time Drognar did come off the bed, 
screaming in blissful agony as his cock again began spraying. My cheeks filled too quickly for me to 
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contain the flow, and cum burst from my lips around him. Swallowing for all I was worth, I shoved my 
head down further onto his thick cock, pushing him partially down my throat. Almost immediately, I felt as 
though my stomach was being inflated like a balloon—a balloon being filled with hot, thick air. My 
stomach nearly distended as the incredible flow filled me faster than I ever imagined. After only a second 
or two, I flung myself backwards and groaned in fullness as Drognar’s cock continued to hose down the 
tent. Orgnarth let him go, and we all collapsed in a heap. 

But the potion still had one last trick up its sleeve. Even though we’d been going for hours by this point 
and Orgnarth and I were both bloated beyond compare, we all suddenly again felt the urge to change 
positions. I got on all fours with Orgnarth’s dick in my mouth. Drognar got between my legs and pressed 
inside. I felt light-headed as they both began to fuck me at the same time, driving in and out and making 
me feel rather like an accordion—a very aroused accordion. My cock throbbed under me, and I felt 
Drognar’s balls slap against mine and Orgnarth’s slap against my chin. Their rhythm sped up. I was 
gasping between thrusts when I happened to glance up to see Orgnarth lean forward, kiss Drognar on the 
lips, and then move his face down to latch onto Drognar’s nipple. 

The force of Drognar’s thrust drove me forward into Orgnarth’s crotch, nearly knocking us both over. My 
ass instantly burned with the heat of the orc’s cum. I thought I would pop, but my inner sphincter suddenly 
opened, and I felt the heat pressing deeper and deeper into me. It moved along my left side, then crossed 
my chest. I groaned around Orgnarth’s cock, my eyes bulging as I felt fuller and fuller. The heat moved 
down my right side. I screamed, unable to take any more of the intense, fiery pressure inside of me. 
Orgnarth let go of Drognar and instantly began cumming, mixing his own ropes of cum in my gullet with 
his lover’s. 

We all collapsed in a heap and passed out. 

I awoke the next morning when sunlight streamed in through the hole in the ceiling used to exhaust the 
fire pit. I felt extremely out of sorts and had a mild headache. I felt so wobbly that I could barely stand up, 
and my chest was covered in hardened, crusted orc cum. I shivered, smiling in spite of myself on 
remembering how I’d come to be so covered. I still felt impossibly full. 

Looking around dazedly, it suddenly occurred to me that I was alone in the tent. I gasped and worriedly 
looked for my pack. To my relief, it and my scabbard were both where I’d left them, my broken sword 
fragments undisturbed in my pack. Curious as to my hosts’ whereabouts, I poked my head outside the 
tent. 

That was a mistake. 

Intense, bright sunlight hit my face, making me yelp and quickly retreat back into the tent. 

“There he is!” a voice sing-songed outside the tent. 

Drognar’s head popped in. “Rise and shine, Ake! I hope you like eggs.” 

I grinned and rubbed my head. “Yeah!” I said, stretching. “What—what time is it?” 

“About noon,” Drognar replied. “You sure can sleep! You’d think you’d never had a SStamina potion 
before.” 

“I’ve had stamina potions many times,” I replied, cocking my head curiously and frowning. 

Drognar shook his head. “No, a SStamina potion is different,” he said, grinning. 

I gasped, suddenly realizing that it wasn’t just a lisp making him over-pronounce the ‘s’. 

“The extra ‘s’ is for ‘sexual,’” he grinned. “Sexual stamina.” 

My eyes bulged. “Oh! No, I’ve never had one of those,” I admitted. “I thought it was something else.” 

“Ake’s awake?” Orgnarth asked, popping his head inside, too. 

“Hey, Orgnarth,” I grinned. 

“Oh, uh, if you’ll bring that sword out to the shop, I’ll get it fixed for you,” he said, smirking. 
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I frowned. “But I thought you didn’t know anything about the blacksmith,” I said, confused. 

“We lied,” Orgnarth said, grinning. “I’m the blacksmith.” 

I opened my mouth to protest, but Drognar quickly interjected. 

“Tell us you’d rather have just had your sword fixed and been on your way,” he challenged. 

I laughed. “No, I can’t do that with a straight face!” I said. “Okay, okay, no apology given, but accepted 
anyway.” 

The orcs laughed at that, and Drognar said, “If you want to clean off before getting dressed again, there’s 
a river just past the shop. We’ll get breakfast done and your sword repairs started while you bathe.” 

“Why, thank you!” I said, beaming and stepping out. 

I immediately leapt back into the tent. 

“You guys!” I protested, “There are people out there, and I’m naked!” 

“So?” Orgnarth asked. 

Drognar grinned. “We live in a nudist colony!” 

I did a face-palm, shook my head, grinning, and stepped back out. Nobody minded me as I went to the 
river and peeled huge sheets of the orc cum off my chest and washed all the sex, sweat, and dirt out of 
my tousled hair. As I was returning to the tent, it struck me as no wonder why I hadn’t been able to find 
the blacksmith’s shop before: it was completely hidden behind the tent. 

I stepped inside to the smell of the most delicious-smelling eggs I’d ever smelled. 

“Bad news on the blade,” Orgnarth said as Drognar handed me a wooden plate piled high with eggs. 

I gasped. “Don’t tell me you can’t fix it?” I asked anxiously. “Thank you, Drognar.” 

Orgnarth shook his head. “I won’t tell you that,” he said. “I can fix it, but it will take a few days to get the 
right reagents together and give it the proper treatments.” 

I grinned. “That sounds like good news to me!” 

Drognar laughed and pointed at Orgnarth. “I told you he’d say that!” 


